Investing in early stage clean energy ventures
CEVG Summary

• Early stage clean energy investing
  – climate change mitigation
  – attractive financial returns

• Boston and NYC based
  – northeastern US focus
  – recent expansion into New York state

• Experience and capital
  – 25+ experienced angels actively engaged
  – $100mm committed capital fund
  – Attractive 10+ year track record
Our mission is to invest in and support early stage clean energy companies that have the potential to mitigate climate change and achieve attractive financial returns.

We collaborate with entrepreneurs and other stakeholders in an atmosphere of mutual respect, intellectual curiosity and analytical rigor.
CEVG Statistics

- 2005 CEVG Was Founded
- $500 Million invested by institutional investors
- >1 Million tons of carbon emissions avoided
- >65 Institutional Co-Investors
- ~17M invested (including syndication)
- 22 Active Members
- >100 rounds into 32 companies
- $500 Million invested by institutional investors
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CEVG’s Portfolio
Mentoring and Managing Start-ups Matters

Hands-on mentoring and guidance of the companies through their formative years is critical to successful early stage investing

The CEVG model explicitly embraces hands-on mentoring with its team of 20+ experienced clean energy executives and investors

- Mentoring takes time, focus, passion and experience
- It’s what we enjoy doing and we do well, and it adds value

CEVG’s three key strategies

- Committed team of active partners providing hands-on mentoring
- Deep strategic network from more than 150+ combined career years in clean energy
- 12+ years as investors and mentors in New England clean energy ecosystem

Our investment focus is on high growth companies with identifiable exits realized through our active market exposure and strategic relationships
What Do We Look for in Start-Ups?

**Investment Approach**
- Talented management teams with the ability to grow a great company
- Significant market opportunity and sustainable competitive advantage
- Favorable pricing and terms
- Path to exit including availability of partnerships
- Our team can add value

**Investment Criteria**
- Capital efficient (to manage financing risk)
- Disruptive and scalable (for strong growth prospects)
- Non-commodity, differentiated businesses
- Minimal tax or regulatory incentive dependency
- Potential to mitigate climate change & return a large multiple on investment

**Disruptive Technologies**
- Energy efficiency
- Energy storage
- Clean energy production
- Energy delivery and management
- Ancillary technologies for clean energy
- Water and agriculture/energy nexus
- Clean mobility, advanced materials

**Disruptive Business Models**
- Innovative finance structures
- Disruptive channels for energy services
- Customer acquisition
- Clean energy credits
- Carbon accounting
- Recycling/Re-use
- Business models that reduce energy cost
How We Evaluate Start-Ups?

Deal Intake Pipeline - ~75-100/quarter
(Sources: principals, CEVG, universities/national labs, business plan comps, VC network, angel network, service providers, etc.)

Pass Initial Screening & Have Initial Mtg (~12/quarter)
(fit with investment strategy/diversification goals, credible technology, mgmt team & mkt strategy, capital efficient, expected valuation, etc)

Technology/Business Review & Site Visits (~6/quarter)
(deeper understanding, assess leadership team, in-depth Q&A, etc.)

Detailed Due Diligence (~1-3/quarter)
(technical, commercial, legal, reference checks, customer and supplier interviews, competitor analysis, market assessment, pricing/business model evaluation, financials, scaling potential, governance, exit assessment, etc.)

Negotiation of Terms/Consume Investment (~1/quarter)
(deal terms, investment amount, co-investor review, board and governance, documentation, internal approval process)
Strategic Investors

- Strategic investors provide industry insights
  - Support overall development and fine tuning of investment strategy over life of fund
  - Policy and energy market perspectives

- Many strategics are already investors in our CEVG portfolio companies and know us well

- Strategics act as early adopters and strategic partners to portfolio companies

- Fund provides strategics an eye on new technologies that strategics cannot easily evaluate on their own

- Continue to access network of both U.S. and international strategics

Examples of Existing/Prospective Partners

- PTT
- DTE Energy
- TATA
- Total
- Schneider Electric
- Honeywell
- Emerson
- ConocoPhillips
- Sinopec
- nrg
- Chevron
- 3M
- Reliance Industries Limited
- Masdar
- Duke Energy
- Johnson Controls
- BP
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Contact Information

Clean Energy Venture Fund
50 Milk Street, Floor 16
Boston, MA 02109
Email: info@cevf.com

Clean Energy Venture Group
One Broadway, 14th Floor
Cambridge, MA 02142
Email: info@cevg.com

Clean Energy Venture Group New York
Email: jpoirier@cevg.com